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journals and scientists agreeing that society and science benefit from open access to
improved transparency and credibility in academia. However, despite the advances
in open science and open data, three significant aspects still need considerable policing: data quality, the accompanying summaries with basic information of the data
files (i.e. metadata) and computational codes used to generate the research outcomes.
Only by having these three components together, we can achieve efficient data sharing and reuse, and hence higher transparency. Here, we present two complementary
approaches that potentially can help with shared data quality: (i) data file(s) sharing
should be guided step-by-step in public archives with mandatory metadata, and (ii)
journals creating assistant data editor positions at editorial boards with a leading role
in data quality and computational reproducibility. Forty-four editors-in-chief in the
field of behaviour, ecology and evolution shared their opinion with us regarding these
two approaches. Although most of the views were divided, the majority estimated
that their current editorial board members do not have the necessary skills to assess
the quality of shared data. Since data are the core of research studies, we should consider not only data presence but also quality as a requirement for publication.
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With the open data movement, the practice of data sharing is

relying on the authors whenever there is a need to access and/or

expanding among biologists (Roche et al., 2022; but see Jiao

reuse data and code. Here, we discuss implementing two comple-

et al., 2022). The issue, as it stands, is the overall insufficient qual-

mentary measures that we believe will strongly improve the quality

ity of the archived files (Culina et al., 2020; Roche et al., 2015), in

of shared data and increase reuse. The first measure uses computer

terms of Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability and Reusability, or

macroinstructions that assist authors in archiving their data fol-

the FAIR data principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016). It appears that one

lowing a set of step-by-step instructions. Such policy can provide

major problem is a lack of scientists' training in data management

a simple, automatised and standardised quality check. For example,

and data archiving (Roche et al., 2021; Strasser & Hampton, 2012).

once an author uploads the data file, the macro can create a list

The question is how to ensure high-quality FAIR data archiving so

with the dataset's column headings while providing information on

that scientists can eventually access computational codes without

the data type in each column (e.g. numerical or categorical). Most
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importantly, the macro will add a task of requesting mandatory field

83.5]), the unwillingness of data repositories to implement macro-

entries for each column heading in turn. This will ensure minimum

instructions (54%, [39.3, 68.7]) and that such measure will not ap-

metadata presence for every data file uploaded to public archives.

peal to authors (45%, [30.3, 59.7]; multiple choices were possible;

Alone, computer macroinstructions will have limitations in assessing a dataset's completeness. No computer program can deter-

Figure 2c).
Sixty-six per cent [52.0, 79.0] of the editors viewed the addition

mine data quality at this stage, yet a human can. At this stage comes

of a dedicated data editor to their editorial board as an asset, com-

our second proposed measure: journals could create a dedicated

pared to 16% [5.2, 26.8] disagreeing (Figure 3a). It became clear that

assistant editor position (s) to check data quality and FAIRness of

such opinions stem from the trust of the editors in their editorial

submitted papers. The data assistant editor could further review the

team skills when it comes to dealing with data checks. When asked

research outcomes of a given paper by reusing authors' data and

whether their editorial board can assess the quality of shared data,

code (computational reproducibility) to reproduce their findings. In

56% [42.4, 71.6] (strongly) disagreed, while 30% [15.6, 42.4] (strongly)

our view, an expert in the journal's discipline should fulfil the posi-

agreed (Figure 3b). However, in a case scenario where they do have

tion, as this will facilitate the task of the data assistant editor in eval-

a data editor, 62% [47.7, 76.3] (strongly) agreed that this data editor

uating the quality and FAIRness of the data and possibly the validity

should check the reuse of shared data, such as completeness of data

and relevance of the statistical approach. We think that such a task

files, accompanying metadata and codes (Figure 3c). According to

will be beyond a statistician's skills. Ideally, a biologist will appreciate

the participants, the main potential issues with the implementation

and understand potential data collection constraints that prevent

of a dedicated data editor would be the additional costs (93%, [85.5,

“perfect” datasets in our field. Subsequently, the authors will delib-

100.0]), a delay in the speed of study acceptance (61%, [46.6, 75.4]),

erately invest in data sharing to avoid publication delays.

the low attractiveness of assuming such a role (50%, [35.2, 64.8])

To get feedback on to what extent these two approaches can be

and the lack of appeal from the authors (34%, [20.0, 47.0]; multiple

a promising solution to improve the quality and FAIRness of shared

choices were possible; Figure 4a). Nevertheless, in a scenario where

data and computational reproducibility, we asked 160 editors-in-

the editorial board does have a data editor, we asked the participants

chief in the field of behaviour, ecology and evolution for their opin-

when the data editor should intervene. Again, the opinions were

ion. We sent out the survey, to the 160 editors, on three occasions

quite divided, with 41% [26.5, 55.5] proposing that the assessment

between April 28th and October 25th 2021. Forty-four editors filled

should take place before the manuscript is sent out to review, 32%

in the survey anonymously (see Appendix S1). Thirty-four among the

[18.2, 45.8] advocated assessment in parallel with reviews, while 9%

44 were editors of scientific society journals.

[0.5, 17.5] chose the moment when the manuscript is ready to be

Overall, there was no general agreement on who is responsible
for the quality check of shared data: 32% [95% Confidence Interval

accepted would be best (e.g. provisionally accepted subject to data
and code checks; Figure 4b).

(CI): lower limit, upper limit; 18.2, 45.8] of the participants suggested

Despite the complexity of the current issue of shared data qual-

referees as the ones responsible for such task, while 25% [12.2, 37.8]

ity and FAIRness and the diverse opinions we received from the ed-

suggested the editorial staff, 18% [6.6, 29.3] the public data reposi-

itors, the most frequent conclusion was that both macroinstructions

tories and 14% [3.7, 24.2] suggested the authors (Figure 1).

and data editor would be useful (36%, [21.8, 50.2]), while 20% [8.2,

Regarding implementing macroinstructions in data sharing,

31.9] preferred coupling macroinstructions with data quality check

52% [37.2, 66.8] of the editors (strongly) agreed that macroinstruc-

by the reviewers. On the other hand, most importantly, only 9%

tions could improve the quality and FAIRness of shared data, while

[0.5, 17.5] of the editors thought the current system was satisfying

41% [26.5, 55.5] were rather neutral, with 7% [0, 14.5] disagreeing

(Figure 5).

(Figure 2a). Fifty-seven per cent [42.4, 71.6] of editors identified

Trying to imagine the perspective of our colleagues, we are opti-

public repositories as the key responsible for implementing such an

mistic that a data editor will be an asset for editorial boards. Suppose

approach, while 27% [13.9, 40.1] said it is the publishers (Figure 2b).

there is an issue with data quality/reuse and computational repro-

From the editors' replies, the main potential issues of macroinstruc-

ducibility, it is tremendously advantageous for the authors and the

tions would be complicating the submission procedure (70%, [56.5,

editorial staff to find out before the study is published. We see it
as an encouraging sign that most editors (70%, [56.5, 83.5]) would

editorial staff
25%

allow revision and resubmission in the scenario where the data eddata repositories
18%

itor would detect problems with the shared data. Fixing the mismatch may change the findings (e.g. from statistically significant
to nonsignificant) and, eventually, the conclusions. Therefore, this

referees
32%

authors
14%

should become a less important criterion for acceptance as long as

other (such as a combination of
authors and data repositories) 11%

Nevertheless, 9% [0.5, 17.5] advised rejection of the manuscript in

F I G U R E 1 In your opinion, who is responsible for data quality
check for scientific studies?

the scientific questions and methods remain sound (Brembs, 2019).
such case, but the remaining 21% [9.0, 33.0] suggested other measures like “revise and accept” and inviting for a thorough investigation by the authors, reviewers and/or editors.
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(a)

Could macroinstructions improve the quality
and FAIRness of shared data?

(b)

Who should be responsible for implementing
macroinstructions?

Strongly agree

5
4
3
2
7%
1 0%

16%

funding agencies
2%
do not know
14%

Strongly disagree

(c)

data repositories
57%

editorial sta
25%

36%
41%

3

publisher
27%

What are the potential issues for implementing the data template
approach? (multiple choices were possible)
45%

It will not be appealing for authors

70%

It will make the submission process complicated

54%

Public data repositories must implement the template

F I G U R E 2 Replies linked to macroinstructions
F I G U R E 3 Replies linked to data editor
(part I)

(a) Journals could create a dedicated assistant data editor position to improve the quality
and FAIRness of shared data

(b) Our editorial staff are capable of checking the quality of shared data
(c) Data editor should check the completeness and reuse of shared data, as well as
accompanying metadata and code

Strongly agree

Strongly disagree

a
5 b
c
a
4 b
c
a
3 b
c
a
2 b
c
a
1 b
c

28%

7%

30%
23%
14%
11%

5%

6%

18%

38%

32%

18%
36%

14%
20%

There is much to gain from improving code sharing, data quality

highly attractive to junior colleagues. The new generation of post-

and data FAIRness, such as generating more reliable research and

docs and newly graduated PhDs in the field of behaviour, ecology

improved transparency and credibility in science (Ihle et al., 2017;

and evolution, for instance, have tremendous statistical knowledge

Jacobsen et al., 2020; Jeliazkova et al., 2021; Stall et al., 2019).

and skills to offer. They can be an excellent asset for journals, and in

Therefore, given their position and role in academia, public repos-

return, they enrich their CVs with a demonstrated key competence.

itories and journals/publishers should invest the most and take

Furthermore, we do not think the financial argument against a data

the initiative of providing macroinstructions for data sharing and

editor holds well. In many journals, (associate) editors, for example,

FAIRness. On the other hand, creating data editor positions is a task

are unpaid (like reviewers [Aczel et al., 2021]) or receive very little

for scientific journals. By checking the files, data editors may detect

compensation. If having data editor (s) on the editorial board adds

mistakes in data files, analyses or codes that warrant corrections,

costs for journals, maybe the latter can consider having this as part

which might affect the study conclusions. This in itself will help

of the publication fees (given that unprivileged authors and universi-

journals reduce the number of published errata and possible retrac-

ties benefit from fee waivers). Overall, we believe that the returned

tions. Furthermore, we anticipate that data editors will promote the

benefits over time should overcome any costs, providing journals

establishment of macroinstructions at the journal level to improve

with data editors a competitive edge.

their own efficiency. We agree with the editors-in-chief's opinion

Some editors brought our attention to an already existing tool

that the data editor's duties might become overwhelming without

somewhat close to our suggestion for macroinstructions, DataSeer.

such improved efficiency. Nevertheless, being a data editor can be

DataSeer is a tool that verifies whether shared data match the text

4
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(a) What are the potential issues for data editor approach? (multiple choices were
possible)
93%

Financial

61%

delay in the speed of publications

50%

being a data editor is not an attractive task

34%

lack of appeal from the authors

20%

other

(b) If there was a data editor, at what stage should they become active?
Before the paper is sent out for review

F I G U R E 4 Replies linked to data editor
(part II). Participants provided “other”
answers in (a) such as: “Lack of expertise,
lack of time”; “Too much work for one
person”; “Technical skills of potential
editors”; and “Subject knowledge of
potential editors -especially problematic
for broad/generalist journals”. In (b),
the responses provided in the category
“other” were, for example: “Depends on
the data policy of the journal”

41%

While the paper is under review

32%
14%

After the peer-review
9%

other

4%

F I G U R E 5 What is the best practice
for future data sharing?

6%
28%

21%

9%
36%

macroinstructions alone
macroinstructions and data quality check by reviewers
macroinstructions and Data assistant editor
The current system is ok
other

editor (consistency checks, but they will not be able to check the

describing data collection in the manuscript. It is a platform that uses

been implementing a combo approach of a small data editorial team

artificial intelligence to help authors tailor their data sharing to the

and DataSeer to check the quality, completeness and FAIRness of

journal's requirements, following best practices (see: https://datas

shared data, and code availability and computational reproducibility.

eer.ai). In an editorial piece published last summer (2021), Fernández-

They apply such an approach only for accepted manuscripts, which

Juricic (2021) suggests that authors can acquire a certificate of code

potentially reduces the workload. Thus, some exemplary starting

reproducibility via a third party (https://codecheck.org.uk/) before

points already exist in the field to enhance scientific integrity and

submitting their work to a journal. Additionally, there are some R

quality.

packages (in R coding language [R Core Team, 2020]), such as data-

When asked about the best practice for future data sharing, sev-

Maid (Petersen & Ekstrøm, 2019) and CodeMeta (Boettiger, 2017)

eral editors reached out and greeted the initiative as interesting and

that can assist authors in creating metadata files for their datasets.

timely. Although, one editor commented: “I think you are all very

The drawback of these programs is that they do not investigate the

naïve…,” We think two important players can make our proposal

completeness or correctness of data and code. However, it can be

work; authors interested in extra support to make their study as

a valuable tool if combined with a data editor that can check con-

accessible and flawless as possible and funding agencies that are in-

tent beyond the reproducibility of the code. Apparently, a few jour-

creasingly caring about open FAIR data and open code. For example,

nals in our field are already adopting the data editor approach, such

the funding agency, the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF),

as the American Naturalist journal and Ecology Letters. Recently,

has a policy to push towards open access. It exclusively covers the

Daniel Bolnick (The American Naturalist, Editor-in-Chief), Tim Vines

publication fees for 100% open access journals, but not hybrid ones.

(DataSeer) and Bob Montgomerie (Data Editor at the American

For good or bad, this policy clearly selects against publishing in hy-

Naturalist journal) wrote an editorial blog post on this very topic.

brid journals. One can imagine that if a similar approach applies to

The authors describe how since the summer 2021 the journal has

increase sharing high-quality data and code, it will select for better

|
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data FAIRness. As soon as key players team up, we can increase the
quality of publications by improving data FAIRness and achieving
computational reproducibility. This next level of transparency will
eventually also reinforce the credibility of science.
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